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Height Adjustable Cart
The CLEVERTOUCH Height adjustable cart offers
you great flexibility in the use of your touchscreen.

Safety and optimal flexibility in class
Due to the large range of the high-low adjustment, this trolley makes your
touchscreen suitable for ergonomic use by every person. Thanks to the
mobile frame, you can effortlessly move your touchscreen within your
classroom. Or even move your touchscreen to another room completely.
The CLEVERTOUCH Height adjustable cart is equipped with anti-collision,
a blocking protection. When the screen touches something during a
movement, the movement stops and the lift goes back a bit in the opposite
direction. This feature therefore guarantees the safety of your students.

CLEVERTOUCH Height Adjustable Cart
The ultra safe Clevertouch high-low systems are developed for the education
market. Due to the great ease of use and the excellent price-quality ratio,
these systems also find their way to the corporate market.
App control for cart
height adjustment

Extra large robust wheels
for super smooth mobility

CTMOB.USA (1542459)
CLEVERTOUCH Height Adjustable Cart

Specifications

FEATURES

FEATURES
Minimum length

928 mm (center screen)

Height adjustment

Electr. 660 mm, speed up to 38 mm/s

Maximum length

1588 mm (center screen)

Bracket/interface

Included

Weight

42.00 kg / 92.6 lbs

Colour

Black

Maximum load

Type bracket/interface

VESA

Range bracket/interface

115 kg (ex. shelf and arms)

Max. VESA 800x600

Cable duct

Landscape, Included
Portrait

Screen position

30 mm Ø

Other information

Equipped with anti-collision

1542462 | VESA extension to VESA 800x600

Mobile/fixed

Mobile

App control cable for height adj

Included

Benefits

Dimensions inch [mm]
Revision
00
Sheetthe
sizelift offers
A4
With a travel of 660mm
a suitable
Projection
working height for everyone,
92.59 lbs
Net weight tall or small
42.00 kg
Guaranteed safety for
your students 105.82
due tolbs
Gross weight
anti-collision
48.00 kg
Gross weight set
116.84 lbs
Maximum stability with large flat panels
due to
53.00 kg
the baseframe with large
wheels
Max. load
253.53 lbs
(excl. arms)
115.00 kg

30.40 [772]

5.71 [145]

max free space

24.40 [620]
26.77 [680]

With sufficient storage space for peripherals
like a mini PC or thin client

Large flat panel mounting range of max. VESA
800x600

41.82 [1062,19]

Optional shelf available.

23.62 [600]
19.69 [500]
17.32 [440]
15.75 [400]

center of ﬂat panel

10.1
[256,5]

16.40 [416,5]

15.75 [400]

7.87
[200]

11.81 [300]

36.5 - 62.5 [928] -[1588]
travel = 26 [660]

.33 [8,5]

9.2
[234]

1.46 [37]

center of ﬂat panel

M4 (4x)
max. 27.26 [692,5]

max free space

min. 1.97 [50]

3.94 [100]

7.87
[200]

3.94
[100]

3.94 [100]

11.81 [300]

4.92 [125]

SPECIFICATION SHEET

Included
Controlbox 120V, Power cable USA and
1542464 | Cable

bottom of ﬂat panel
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